Make Appointments to The Instructing Staff
Announced by President Affe Committee Meeting Held Yesterday

NINE MEN ARE APPOINTED

L. B. Chapman '10 to Assist in The Construction of the New Naval Tank

Lorenzo R. Chapman, '80, head of the Transportation Laboratory at Toledo University this year, has been appointed to assist in the new tank and the course in ship design. Mr. Chapman is a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and holds a Ph.D. degree from the University of Pennsylvania. He has had experience in the design of tankers, freighters, oil tankers, and tugs.

Other appointments include L. H. E. Kick, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, and E. L. Morse, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering. All the new appointments are effective immediately.

Cambridge, Mass., Monday, October 7, 1925

FEAR FRESHMEN TAKING SPORTS IN PLACE OF PT

No evidence has been shown that fear of examinations has caused the first year men in the School of Engineering to shirk their physical training duties. According to J. R. McCarthy, Director of the Physical Training Department, freshmen will have until the 3rd of October to make up their minds whether they are going to take their full share of physical training or not.

He said that the change had been made very slowly, and after that date there will be absolutely no dúvida on the part of the freshmen.

"It will be required that they make a sport of four hours per week, three hours of which will be devoted to actual exercise and the other one hour to theoretical instruction. The change will be made now because it is too late to make any changes from this point on."

The freshmen are required to purchase a set of physical training equipment, and each student will be required to wear shorts and a sweater while taking part in the physical training program.

GERMAN STUDENTS VISIT TECHNOLOGY

Group of Sixty First to Come to America Since the World War

As part of a ten thousand mile tour in America, a group of about sixty students from universities visited the Bell Telephone System in New York City last week. They were accompanied by two professors from the University of Hamburg.

The tour included visits to the Bell Telephone System's laboratories, and the students were given a chance to see the latest developments in the field of electrical and mechanical engineering.

The tour was arranged by the German Institute of America, and the students were housed in a hotel in New York City.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY PLANNING BIG YEAR

Freshmen in Chemical Courses Now Admitted to Class

Plans regarding the activity of the Chemical Society for the coming year have been announced by the officers of that organization, and it is expected that the year will be a successful one.

The officers have decided to open the membership lists to freshmen as well as sophomores, juniors and seniors.

The incoming freshmen will be given a chance to take part in the activities of the society, and they are expected to make a valuable contribution to the organization.

SOCIETIES TO SHOW INDUSTRIAL MOVIES

A plan for giving M. T. I. men the benefit of observation of practical work in industrial plants is now being arranged. The plan is designed to give the students a practical working knowledge of the various industries, and to familiarize them with the latest methods of production and distribution.

The plan to show industrial movies is in the collection and organization of data by the Chemical Society.

The societies involved in the plan are the Electrical, Mechanical, and Chemical.

The showing of the movies will be arranged in conjunction with the Industrial Club, and the students will have an opportunity to receive a personal view of the industrial processes and developments.

SPECIAL NAVY COURSE 13-A IS DISCONTINUED

The course has not been a success, and the advisers believe that it will be best to discontinue it. The course was established to provide a specialized course in naval architecture and design, but it has been found that the students are not interested in the subject. The course was offered to students who had already completed the regular course in naval architecture and were seeking additional knowledge in the field.

The course was first put under the direction of Captain J. H. Galloway, Commanding Officer of the United States Navy at Annapolis. The course was then transferred to the University of Texas, and finally to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The course was conducted by Professor E. H. Carter, who was appointed by the Navy Department to direct it. The course was discontinued after the first year's work was completed.

THE CATHOLIC CLUB DINES IN WALKER TONIGHT

Wednesday, October 8, 1925

ính The Catholic Club will be held at Walker's School tonight. The dinner will be served at 6:30 o'clock, and the program will begin at 7 o'clock. The program will include music and poetry, and will be followed by a social hour. The affair will be conducted by Mr. W. M. Ross of 7. C. A. and will be attended by all members of the club.

SMOKER TICKETS

Free dinner tickets for the Smoker will be distributed to the students who have taken part in the various athletic activities during the year. The tickets will be issued to all students who have taken part in the athletic activities, and they will be given to those who have taken part in the most successful events.

The tickets will be distributed at the Smoker, which will be held in Walker Hall on October 10th at 8:00 o'clock.

Lucky Handbill Holders Will Be Awarded Prizes

Dinner served for freshmen at 6:30 o'clock in the Main Hall.

THE PROGRAM IS VARIED

Dr. W. A. Rowe, H. D. Peck '13 and Prof. R. E. Rogers

Will Speak

With the plan of the Committee for rapidly crystallizing the Athletic Department of the Cambridge Branch of the Memorial Union, to the Walker Memorial promises to be one of the most delightful of its kind ever offered to the student body.

As previously announced, the annual New Student Railroad dinner dance will be served to the students on October 10th at 8:00 o'clock.

The dinner will be served in Walker Hall, and the dance will be attended by all members of the student body.

The dinner will consist of a buffet supper, and the dance will be held in Walker Hall on October 10th.
One of the great needs of Technology is a more undergraded spirit. Whoever called the Institute's Faculty was right in other regards. It is a fact that a student has to work hard to keep his job. But for the most part, he has his own job, and with little more than a passing interest in his fellows.

There are various reasons why this condition exists. In the first place a large majority of the students are over-worked. They reach classes a few minutes before the hour, the morning, and race for a train after classes. Sometimes they are over-worked from athletic situations. Sports at Technology, for obvious reasons, are only of a minor order.

Then, they draw only those who are particularly interested in them. They have not their own class to hold them. Whether right or wrong, doing does serve to mould together by common interest, at least the two lower classes.

As a result of these things the average man gradually fits into some particular need with a certain group of men and stays there during his four years.
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The Right to Strike," being played in the Cotter this week, presents on the stage a very young and attractive group. The play was written by W. P. Greig, who is well known in the theatrical world, and the production is under the control of Mrs. Katherine L. W. Greig, who renders a service of this kind.

The play, written by Ernest Hinchliffe, was produced by the Tomlinson and Company, and won extraordinary success. With entirely different de-...

TRENTON

"Seventh Heaven" at the Trenton. Well, well, people, the performance is a great success. The play is written by W. P. Greig, who is well known in the theatrical world, and the production is under the control of Mrs. Katherine L. W. Greig, who renders a service of this kind.

A Review of rhe play, as has been noticed, is of course the feeling in the Boston Techno-...
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A silly new with habits of taking

In the opinion of the person who should realize that among three thousand people there are sure to be a few who are doing the right thing, there is every indication that the man are able to snap into it when they want to. While this condition is a general one, the full ten-...

MEDICAL CARE

A STRANGER looking at Tech students would say that apparently they are a healthy group of men, and in this opinion I think they are. The person who should realize that among three thousand people there are sure to be a few who are doing the right thing, there is every indication that the man are able to snap into it when they want to. While this condition is a general one, the full ten-...
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FENCERS LOSE COACH—GOES TO HARVARD

After many years coaching the Engineer squodron, Cotham Draper has transferred his allegiance to Harvard, where he will continue the work he carried on so successfully at the Institute. Several men have the Citizen management enthroned. Draper was insistent in the Institute line, but he had the opportunity many of the men that were associated with him in the Citizen. It was then that the announcement was made of the new manager.

At Harvard, he will be in charge of the men, and giving his six day's work to some of the Harvard laurels that are obtainable. It is this if it is possible, the large number of men who will have to come out for the sport and in many hours of hard practice.

Manager Wilson of the fencing team has been busy instructing the depth of the National Guard, and is in a position to make the team a better one than it has been in the past. The shoee of the fencing team has been replaced by a new one. The manager is satisfied with the performance of the team, and has had two or three times as many men than he had last year. The manager has decided that he would have one in several days, and this is the reason he has started to hire out. However, the Harvard has always had a large number of men, and are out these days. A condition that was established for all his followers, report in north hall of Walker on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 7 o'clock.

CALL SENT OUT FOR SWIMMING MANAGERS

Several Changes in Rules Of N. E. Association

With still a few weeks before practice begins, the swimming management has made plans for a meet the week before Field Day. The management wants all candidates for the managerial end of the sport to report at the A. A. office at 3 o'clock. There is an opening for two Sophomore and two Freshman candidates. Any man wishing to come out for manager should report to the Manager at 3 o'clock on the afternoon that the meet is held.

Practices this year will be at the new pool building, which has been in operation for six months.

The team will have Coach back again this year.

There has been several changes in the swimming rules and regulations (this year which will affect the Harvard men). There will no longer be a premium in the New England Association, this association following the lead of other associations. The committee that makes the rules has been slightly altered this year, but it is hoped that there will no longer be a smooth sail for the Harvard. Harvard has with the largest variety a much better chance than formerly. A boat of contention between many of the teams will be rotated by this new ruling in the relay. It is now difficult for the Harvard to have the closer sized at the end of the relay to the winner and comes to the loss.

CR EWS HAVE WORKOUT ON CHARL E S

Five Shells On Water First Time This Year—Four '20 Men On Varsity

There was much interest and bustle about the boat house yesterday afternoon when two varsity and three class crew hit the water for the first time this season. The weather was about as smooth as could be expected in the initial workout of the season.

The crew held their first morning workout on Charles river and it also accented for the boys to resume their training. The harriers were working smart and the team was ready for a day's training. There were a number of 175, in the round are 165 footers.

At the meeting Monday, March Goodwin, President of the crew, D. C. Bigelow, Captain, Bill Latham, B. V. W. Keen and crew B. B. L. Ken were present. Coach Hinson addressed the boys and promised them that the crew would have all the help and encouragement that they would need to make their boat strong for Harvard.

In this connection, all members still candidates for the different начиел, to get values to your, for the good of the varsity boys training in boards of boys varsity teams. The statement was made that the boys who train for the varsity team will be up to the mark, and the boys who train for the varsity training will be made to train to the best of their ability.

FOOTBALL TEAMS DEVELOP SLOWLY

Sophomores Have Better and More Efficient Team Than The Freshmen

All of the members of the Freshman showed at the beginning of the season in early practice last week. Twenty-two aspirants for the basketball team will have a big job to fill the positions today, when they meet that the freshman. On the other hand, the Sophomore are giving some practice yesterday. The Sophomore, realizing that the Freshman team is in a weak position, has been trying to give the Sophomore team as much practice as possible this fall because he has not tried it on Field Day. The Sophomore team has definitely decided to get in as much as possible this fall because he has not tried it on Field Day. The Sophomore team of the Sophomore team is not likely to take the Freshman team seriously. This is the result of the competition between the different teams.

The Sophomore team will have a big job to fill the positions today, when they meet tomorrow. The Sophomore team has definitely decided to get in as much as possible this fall because he has not tried it on Field Day.
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Simplex Wires and Cables, insulated with rubber, paper or varnished cambric and covered with braided cotton cord, are used in many of the larger power stations of the country.